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Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer, 29, 46, 85, 165n, 313; en route to Washington, 11; message to Eden, 11, 12; Tehran Conference, 18; postwar Germany, 18; protocol on zones of occupation, 27; discussions with Roosevelt and Morgenthau, 27, 28; at Quebec, 30; on location of zones, 34; questioned wisdom of Attlee proposals, 34–35; on Allied military strategy, 40; Eisenhower cable to Stalin, 41; letter to General Ismay, 42; message to Eisenhower 43; message to Roosevelt, 44; answer from Marshall, 44–45; reply from Eisenhower, 45; cable to Roosevelt, 45; request denied by Truman, 52; Prague sought, 52; Eisenhower proposal premature, 55–56; message to Ismay, April 7, 55; renewed argument, 56–57; judgment of Soviet intentions, 57; cable to Stalin, 57; letter to Eden, 57–58; final cable from Roosevelt, 59; Hugo Black on, 61; appraisal of Communist aims, 61–62; Iron Curtain, 63; telegram to Truman, 63; requests meeting with Stalin, 63–64; advised of Hopkins’ visit to Moscow, 64; cable to Truman requesting meeting with Stalin, 66; Truman replies, 71; reviews situation with Eisenhower, 71; Eisenhower proposes control council be activated, 72; against abolishing SHAEF, 73; opposes withdrawal of Allied troops from Russian zone, 73; repeated misgivings to Truman, 75; warning of June 9, 1945, 78; message to British Foreign Office, 78; agrees to withdrawal, 79–80; message to Moscow, 80; on access rights to Berlin, 81, 83; reply from Stalin, 81; at Potsdam Conference, 90–91; on blockade, 110; in Soviet note of November 27, 168; Fulton Speech, 168
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on Berlin, 39; selects Elbe near Dresden as final objective, 39; attack toward Dresden, 41; telegram to Stalin, 41; reply from Stalin, 41, 45; correspondence with Churchill, 40, 42–45; cable from Marshall, 42; message from Montgomery, 46; decision not to push to Berlin, 48; opinion re Prague, 52; proposal for withdrawal, 54–57, 73, 74; opinion of Soviet Union, 61; correct in halting Allied advance, 65; returns to London, 71; reviews situation with Churchill, 71; on need to establish four-power control council, 71, 72; recommends SHAEF be dissolved, 71–73; meeting with Zhukov, 75–77; installment of control council in Berlin, 76; Eisenhower-Hopkins proposal, 77–78; directive to begin evacuation from Soviet zone, 80; message from Deane, 81; gave Clay requirements for access to Berlin, 82, 84–85; letter from Bulganin, 152; address to NATO Council, 154; on Berlin, 154; State of the Union address, 154; reply to Bulganin, 155; on Summit negotiations, 155, 159, 161; reply from Bulganin, 157; letter from Khrushchev, 159; reply to Khrushchev, 161; orders U.S. Marines to Beirut, 161; visited by Dulles on Soviet ultimatum, 185; press conference December 10, 1958, 188; press conference February 3, 1959, 197; conversation with Dulles, 198; television address, 199; on Soviet pressure on Berlin, 199–200; on need for firmness, 200; at Gettysburg College, 201; invitation to Khrushchev, 209; at Camp David, 210; situation in West Berlin as “abnormal,” 212–13; on C–130 flights, 219; on U.S. rights in Berlin, 221; term of office ends, 328
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Reuter, Prof. Dr. Ernst, 147, 148, 291; elected Lord Mayor, 97, 125; meeting with Clay, 107, 112; cast lot with Allies, 112; political views, 112; on need to join West, 113; on struggle for Berlin, 113; speech on blockade, 115; protest meeting, 122; address to city assembly, 130; tribute to Clay, 130; visit from Clay, 131; role in formation of West German government, 133; requests city-wide elections, 142; on East Berlin uprising, 144; death of, 144; friend of Brandt, 149
Rheims, 39, 40, 43; meeting of Eisenhower and Bradley, 54n; Instrument of Surrender signed at, 62
Rhine, 30, 35, 36; Soviet zone less than 100 kilometers from, 16; advance to, 39; battle on, as vindication of Eisenhower's military judgment, 43
Rhineland, Hitler's march into, 178n, 282
Rhineland-Palatinate, 16, 31, 92; in Basic Law, 136
Rhoendorf, 273
RIAS (Radio in the American Sector), 205, 239, 270n, 293
Roberts, Chalmers, 297
Robertson, Gen. Sir Brian, 106, 108; currency reform, 114; message to Sokolovsky, 116; meeting with Sokolovsky, 116; on counterblockade, 127; on Basic Law, 134n
Rome, 92
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, 11, 12n, 15, 52, 165n; preferred to postpone postwar settlements, 12, 13; postwar German settlement revived by, 12; public advisory committee, 14n; embarks for Tehran, 15; meeting with Joint Chiefs of Staff, 15, 16; anxious to provide for American access to sea, 16; concerned about stability of French government, 16; sketch of zonal boundaries, 16; discusses occupation policy, 17; felt that diplomatic service hostile to Administration, 17; Tehran Conference, 18; map, 18; designates John G. Winant as American representative to EAC, 18; occupation boundaries a military affair, 18-19; feelings on occupation boundaries, 19, 21; insists U.S. occupy Northwestern zone, 23; Kennan with, 23; draft Protocol on zones of occupation, 27; Morgenthau Plan, 27; agrees to accept southern zone, 28; memorandum to Hull, September 29, 1944, 29; memorandum to Hull, October 20, 1944, 29; meeting with Joint Chiefs of Staff, 29; agrees with Churchill on respective location of zones, 30, 34; distaste for EAC, 29n; conflict in Washington prevented ideas being transmitted to London, 32-33; appeal from Churchill, 44, 45; cable from Churchill, 45; death of, 58; final cable to Churchill, 59; Hopkins as special confidant, 60; approval of zones of occupation referred to by Truman, 78; tripartite agreement on zones of occupation, 79; Truman earlier policy in accord with, 99
Roosevelt Administration, 316
Rostow, Walter W., 286, 316; "soft-line" school, 293
Royall, Kenneth C., 104, 108, 109; sought Clay's advice, 105; meeting with President Truman, 108; Sunday meeting in Pentagon, 108-9
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Rudow, 4
Ruhr, 16, 35, 36, 41, 65; arms production moved from, 39; closing of pocket, 46
Rumania, 11, 99
von Rundstedt, Field Marshal Gerd, 30
Rusk, Dean, 205n, 244, 249, 285, 292, 294, 297, 298, 316, 329, 333, 337, 338; first news conference on Berlin, 229; distaste for “Summit diplomacy,” 230; on Soviet intent, 236; attempts to minimize Berlin crisis, 242; differs from Acheson and Dulles, 253; on refugees, 262; immediate reaction to border closure, 271; statement on border closure, 271-72; at Griffith Stadium, 272; desire to lessen tensions with Soviet Union, 277-78; meeting of August 16 with Kennedy, 281-82; meeting of August 17 with Kennedy, 286; considers Brandt’s proposals, 286; suggests Vice President Johnson, 286; “soft-line” school, 293; fear of escalation, 301; on negotiations, 302; at Geneva, 331; cable to Schroeder, 335; on access proposals, 335
Rusk-Gromyko memorandum, 331
Rusk-Gromyko talks, 311, 322, 337; conversations at Geneva, 331, 333, 335
Rusk-Stevenson-Bohlen school (see also “soft-line” school), 293, 294, 295
Russia, 13, 17, 59; Hitler’s invasion of, 10; western boundary of, 11
Russian Affairs Division, U.S. Department of State, 55
Russian Army, see Red Army
Russian Embassy (in Berlin), 146
Russian flag, 122
Russian General Staff, 52
Russian High Command, 72
Russian sector, 28
Russian zone, 28, 55; Churchill opposes withdrawal of troops from, 73
Russo-Polish frontier, 20

Salinger, Pierre, 284, 287; denies Clay being considered for reassignment to Berlin, 301
Satellite bloc, 6
Saturday Evening Post, 9
Saxony, 15, 39, 64, 83, 104
Saxony-Anhalt, 15, 64, 83, 85
S-Bahn, 215, 283, 285; rail sections torn out, 5; elevated stations, 214; under East German control, 214n
Schlesinger, Arthur, Jr., 316; “soft-line” school, 293; on Brandt, 295
Schleswig-Holstein, 16; in Basic Law, 136
Schöneberg, 26; Communist officials in, 94
Schöneberger Rathaus, 141, 277, 291; Hungarian protest rally, 148
Schreiber, Dr. Walter, 145
Schroeder, Gerhard, 307, 337, 338; to succeed Brentano, 308; fought by Brandt and Berlin faction, 308-9; on Berlin, 309; to National Press Club, 327; cable from Rusk, 335
Schroeder, Louise, 98, 115; on currency reform, 114
Schumacher, Kurt, 95; friend of Brandt, 149
Schuman, Robert, final communique, 132
Schweinfurt, bombing of, 37
Scott, Senator Hugh (Rep., Pa.), 239, 338
Scripps-Howard newspaper chain, reaction to Brandt’s letter, 283
2nd Armored Division, arrives in Berlin, 86, 292
2nd Battle Group, Sixth Infantry, 160, 320
“Second Front,” 18
Security Council, agrees to consider Berlin, 123; efforts of neutrals, 123
SED, see Socialist Unity Party
Senat, under 1950 Constitution, 137n
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 317
Seventh U.S. Army, 41
Sevez, Francois, 62
SHAEF, see Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force
Sherwood, Robert, Presidential adviser, 17
Silesia, 15

S

Saar, 31, 92
Sabolyk, Robert H., Lt. Col., 320
Simpson, William H., CG, Ninth U.S. Army, 36, 46; conversation with Bradley, 47; Ninth Army, 87
Singapore, 10
Sino-Soviet bloc, 294
67th Division, 48
Smirnov, Andrei, 285
Smith, Kingsbury, interview with Stalin, 128
Smith, General Walter Bedell, 35, 37, 38, 47n, 49, 50, 51, 53, 62, 99, 117; Berlin abandoned as objective, 40; lecture by one of military greats of First World War, 51n; on Berlin, 121
Sochi, 252, 285n
Social Democratic Party (SPD), 95, 96, 98, 112, 113, 125, 130, 145, 148, 187, 305, 327; election results, 1946, 97; hostile to West German government, 133; seats in first Bundestag, 134n; desirous of uniting Berlin with Federal Republic, 136; election results, 1954, 147; on Bundestag sessions in Berlin, 224
Socialist Unity Party (SED), 95, 96, 115, 125, 162, 187, 283, in Soviet zone, 96n; repudiation of, 96; election results, 1946, 97; seats in first Bundestag, 134n; election results, 1954, 147
"Soft-line" school, 293, 294, 297
Sokolovsky, Vassily, 96, 101, 115, 121, 122n, 261; walks out of ACC, 103; on currency reform, 114; meeting with Robertson, 116; on "technical difficulties," 116; role in currency negotiations, 120
Soloyev, Col. A. I., 261, 281, 321; rejects protests of Allied Commandants, 288
Somervell, Gen. Brehon, (USA), 102
Sorensen, Theodore C., "soft-line" school, 293
Soustelle, Jacques, on Soviet ultimatum, 184
Soviet Foreign Ministry, note to Thompson, 161; note of September 18, 1958, 162
Soviet Headquarters in Berlin, see Karlshorst
Soviet High Command, to allot secondary forces toward Berlin, 41; instructions of, 57
Soviet Military Government, 93, 105, 115
Soviet Military Missions, at Buende, Baden-Baden and Frankfurt, 217n
Soviet Union, 6, 21n, 26, 30, 59, 61, 66, 91, 235, 278, 314n, 317, 326n; peace treaty with East Germany, attitude towards, 1; absent from affairs of East Berlin, 7; boundary with Poland, 11; accepts zonal boundaries, 22, 24; second surrender ceremony, 62-63; food offer, 118; attempts to split city, 124-26; sure Allies would leave Berlin, 126; effect of counter-blockade, 128; seeks to end blockade, 128-29; grants East German regime "full sovereignty," 146; grants full diplomatic recognition to East Germany, 147; message on rights of Allied access, 148; technological achievements, 152; position on German reunification, 156; attempts to force de facto recognition for GDR, 157-58; pressure for Summit, 158; halts American convoy, 160; on withdrawal of Western troops from Germany, 161; pressure on Berlin, 163; ultimatum of November 27, 1958, 165-80, 181, 183; attitude toward Hitler, 167n; renounces four-power agreement on Berlin, 173; "seeks no annexations," 174; free city proposal, 175-76; backs away from ultimatum, 185; diplomatic note of January 10, 1959, 193; draft peace treaty for Germany, 193; request for negotiations, 193; on conference of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, 198; on German reunification, 204; Geneva proposals, 206; spurns Western offer at Geneva, 209; doubts of Western firmness, 213; on East German passes for Potsdam Mission, 218; on U-2 incident, 221; demands at Vienna, 232; token forces in W. Berlin discussed at Vienna, 233; defense expenditure, 245; reply of August 3, 1961, 251; reply to Western protest, 281; view of "soft-line" school on, 294; Germany not a threat to, 327
Soviet War Memorial, 122, 150
Soviet zone of Germany, 3, 6, 19, 30, 56, 123; reports of unrest in, 1, 2;
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location of Berlin within, 9; size of, 16; boundary of, 23, 25, 29, 32; evacuation from a political consideration, 55; Allied troop locations in, 57; administered by SHAEF, 71; withdrawal of Allied troops from, 55, 65, 74, 76, 80, 83, 84, 85; Western newspapers and periodicals confiscated, 100; counterblockade of, 127; private enterprise liquidated, 142

Spaatz, General Carl, 63

Space race, 152, 154, 256

Spandau, 26

SPD, see Social Democratic Party

Speier, Dr. Hans, 220

“Spirit of Geneva,” 147

Sports Palace, 67

Sputnik, 151; U.S. reaction, 152

Staaken, 82, 84

Stahlhelm, 149

Stalin, Josef V., 12, 29, 34, 42, 43, 48, 56, 65, 165n; meeting with Eden, 11; interested in Western boundary, 11; Tehran Conference, 18; telegram from Eisenhower, 41, 41n: reply to Eisenhower, 41; cable to SHAEF, 45, 45n; cable from Churchill, 57; personal relations with Roosevelt, 58; meeting requested by Churchill, 63; meeting declined by Truman, 64; cable by Churchill to Truman requesting meeting with, 66; message from Truman, 78; not ready for Allies in Berlin, 80; message from Churchill on access rights to Berlin, 81; reply to Churchill and Truman, 81; on Potsdam Conference, 90; arrives for conference, 91; territorial demands at Potsdam, 91; speech of February 9, 1946, 98, 168n; negotiations on blockade, 119; meeting with Western ambassadors, 121; interview with Kingsbury Smith, 128; on lifting blockade, 128; death of, 143

Stalin Allee, 2, 146; workers on, 143

Stalingrad, 36, 69, 249; battle of, 20

“Star Spangled Banner,” 291

Steglitz, 26; mayor of, 93

Steinplatz, 149

Steinstuecken, 161, 309, 310

Stettinius, Edward R., Jr., 29n, 30

Stevenson, Adlai, 251, 302, 316; “soft-line” school, 293; on Brandt, 295

Stevenson-Bohlen school, 298; view on Berlin, 295; policy adopted, 296-97

Stimson, Henry L., 60, 61n

Stopf, Willy, 266

Strang, Sir William, 19, 25, 28

Strategic Air Force, 250

Strauss, Franz Josef, 307, 317n

Stumm, Johannes, 150

Stuttgart, 98, 101

Süddeutsche Zeitung, 220

Suhr, Otto, elected Lord Mayor, 147; death of, 150

Summit, 209, 221; Soviet request for, 152-54; discussions on, 154; negotiations on, 161; Geneva, 147

Summit negotiations, Soviet preparations for, 216, 234

Supreme Commander, AEF, see Eisenhower

Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF), 35, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 50, 54, 55, 57, 61, 62, 64, 73, 99; little inclination for race to Berlin, 36, 37; cable from Stalin, 45n; to arrange Allied withdrawal, 64; administering Soviet zone, 71; Churchill on abolition of, 73; plans for dissolution of, 73-77

Susloparov, Gen. Ivan, 62

Sweden, on access authority, 336

Switzerland, on access authority, 336

T

Tagesspiegel, 260, 311

Tägliche Rundschau, 69

TASS (Soviet News Agency), 236

de Tassigny, de Lattre, 63; Eisenhower still military superior of, 72; meeting with Zhukov, 78

Tautzienstrasse, 140, 292

Taylor, Gen. Maxwell D., 244, 286, 296

Tedder, Air Marshal Lord, 41n, 63

Tegel, 4; construction of airfield, 139

Tehran Conference, 14, 15, 17, 17n, 18, 19n, 23, Attlee proposal at, 18

Teltow canal, 279

Tempelhof, 3, 26, 75, 82, 84, 93n, 107, 130, 239, 299, 306, 309; capitulation of city, 66

TERMINAL, see Potsdam Conference
Third U.S. Army, 36, 41
Thompson, Llewellyn, 230, 324, 325, 329, 330, 333; kept informed of Eden-Stalin discussions, 11n; aide-mémoire from Gromyko, 156; second aide-mémoire presented to, 158; note from Soviet Foreign Ministry, 161
Thompson-Gromyko talks, 326
Thuringia, 15, 39, 64, 83, 104
Tiergarten, 26, 66, 67, 144; marchers in, 150
Time, 241
Titov, Gherman, 254
Tokyo, 92
Torgau, 48
Trade embargo, 229
Treptow, 26
Trieste, 64
Tripoli, Communist agitation in, 161
Truman, Harry S, President of the United States, correspondence with Churchill on withdrawal from Soviet zone, 52, 56, 64; cable from Eisenhower recommending withdrawal, 56; growth of grip of, 58; unwilling to accept Churchill’s warnings, 59; reliance upon professional advisers, 59; requests views on Soviet policy, 61n; at first avoided firm policy toward Russia, 62, 66; in driver’s seat, 62n; telegram from Churchill, 63; felt meeting with Stalin premature, 64; arrives in Berlin, 67, 90; cable to Churchill, 71; on withdrawal of troops from Soviet zone, 74, 75; informed of Eisenhower’s preference for early withdrawal, 77; adopts Eisenhower-Hopkins proposal, 78; message to Churchill on withdrawal from Soviet zone, 78, 79; message to Stalin, 78–79; not consulted in original fixing of zones, 79n; direction to Joint Chiefs of Staff re evacuation from Soviet zone, 80; access to Berlin, 80–81, 83n; reply from Stalin, 81; ceremony at American Headquarters in Berlin, 92; response to Soviet pressure, 99; came to Clay’s support, 108; U.S. to stay in Berlin, 109; invitation to Clay, 110n; overrules Gen. Vandenberg, 111; firm decision of, 112; on UN negotiations, 124; on Clay, 127; on airlift, 127; on Stalin’s interview with K. Smith, 128
Truman Doctrine, 99
Turkey, 97
TV debates (Kennedy-Nixon), 228–29
Twelfth Army Group, 39n, 41
Twenty-first Army Group, 39, 43

U

U-Bahn, 69
Ulbricht regime, 7; suppression following Hungarian Revolution, 151
Ulbricht, Walter, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 98, 141, 175n, 180, 187, 222, 229, 252, 259, 262, 270, 271, 282, 296, 314, 327; justification to seal border, 3; arrives in Berlin, 66; presence of Allied forces in Berlin illegal, 162; press conference on November 29, 1958, 184–85; on airlift, 185; probing operations in Berlin, 213; harassment of Allied forces in Berlin, 217; on Bundestag sessions in Berlin, 223; restriction on access to East Berlin, 225; “salami” tactics, 227; press conference on June 15, 1961, 239, 257; moves during June and July, 1961, 258; on refugees, 264; on border closure, 264; address to Volkskammer, 265; victory address, 289; on peace treaty, 301; on access to Berlin, 301; puppet relationship, 323; United States ratifies fait accompli, 331
Ultimatum of November 27, 1958, 165–80
Umbrella (to Kennedy), 284n
UN, see United Nations
“Unconditional Surrender,” 12
United Nations, 117, 123, 129, 203, 239, 249, 311; address by Khrushchev, 313–14
UN Commission, on All-German Elections, 142
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 124
UN General Assembly, 302
United Nations Secretary General, 124
United States, 16, 18, 22, 24, 26, 59, 66; accepts Southern sector of Berlin, 28; public opinion crying for further American victories, 39; not willing to use military position for political purposes, 64; repudiate Moscow Agree-
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ement, 127; on government of GDR, 162; on Allied rights in Berlin, 182; official reply to Soviet ultimatum, 192–93; on East German passes for Potsdam Mission, 218; on Bundestag sessions in Berlin, 224; reply to Soviet aide-mémoire, 247; favors negotiations, 253; fear of explosive situation in Soviet zone, 262; reaction to border closure, 272; desire for negotiations, 302; prepared to accept Wall, 325; ratifies Ulbricht fait accompli, 331; access authority, 333, 336

United States Air Force, 63, 161, 250
United States Army, 64, 319n; withdrawal of from Soviet zone, 57, 74; vehicles detained, 325
United States Army in Europe, 196, 289, 328
United States Chiefs of Staff, see Joint Chiefs of Staff
United States garrison (in Berlin), to be reinforced, 287
U.S. High Commissioner, 132
U.S. Information Agency (USIA), 270n, 284
U.S. Military Mission to Moscow, 81
U.S. Mission (Berlin), 324n, 325
U.S. Senate, 131, 294
U.S. zone of Germany, 16, 19–20; return of American troops to, 74; movement of U.S. forces a military matter, 74
University students, in Bonn, umbrella to Kennedy, 284
Unter den Linden, 149, 276, 322
USAREUR, see United States Army in Europe
USIA, see U.S. Information Agency
USS Iowa, 15, 17, 17n, 18, 19, 21, 33
USSR, see Soviet Union
U–2, 221, 222, 229, 235

V

Vandenberg, Gen. Hoyt, 110; overruled by President Truman, 111
Varga, Eugene, 27n
Vatican, 226
Vienna, 3, 44, 63, 198, 264; Kennedy-Khrushchev meeting, 231, 236, 240, 245, 247, 256, 257, 296; diplomatic rout, 232; report of Kennedy to American people, 234; beginning of new Berlin crisis, 235
Viet Nam, 201–2
Volkskammer, 258, 268; address by Ulbricht, 265
Volkspolizei, 5, 320, 321, invade Steinstuecken, 161; actions during border closure, 277
Volksstimme (Magdeburg), 258
Vyshefsky, Andrei, 81; vetoes UN recommendations, 124; final communiqué, 132

W

Wake Island, 10
Waldorf Astoria, 302
Wall (Berlin), 6, 299, 318, 328, 334; began to appear, 5; JFK press conference remarks, 288n; on contesting its construction, 288; tension along, 340
Wallace, Henry, 60
Walter Reed Medical Center, Dulles in, 188, 198
War College, 51n
War Department, 20, 24n, 45, 47, 55; representatives to WSC, 21; plan on Soviet boundaries, 22, 23; plan for dissolution of SHAEF, 74; return of American troops to U.S. zone, 74
Warsaw Pact, 4, 253, 264, 265, 267, 285, 334; nonaggression pact with NATO, 159, 333; meeting of February 4, 1960, 216; meeting of March 28 and 29, 1961, 231; communiqué of August 6, 1961, 252
Warsaw Treaty, 164, 174
Washington (i.e., U.S. Gov’t), 19, 51, 55, 118; dispute as to jurisdiction over occupation policy, 20; friction over occupation boundaries, 23; no disagreement with Eisenhower’s analysis, 46, 48; unimpressed by Churchill’s plan, 75; fearful of risks in Berlin, 112; denies Clay’s request for armed convoy, 117; disheartened by failure of currency negotiations, 120; on Soviet ultimatum, 181; on East German flag raising, 215; immediate reaction to border closure, 271; unaware of need for action, 275; misjudges crisis, 281; against counter-
Washington (continued)
measures, 300-1; on Adenauer's defeat, 307; sought to reduce Clay's influence, 315; on compromise in Berlin, 316; indecision in, 321; on Checkpoint Charlie, 322-24, 324n; out of touch with situation in Berlin, 324; fear of incident, 328; plan on access, 329; on negotiations, 330-31; anti-Clay axis, 332n; differences with Bonn, 336
Washington, D.C., 326; Eden's visit to, 13; legal similarity to Berlin, 138n
Washington columnists, reaction to Brandt's letter, 283
Washington Evening Star, see The Evening Star
The Washington Post, 297; reaction to Brandt's letter, 284; on U.S. access plans, 334
Washington Post Foreign Service, 300
Water cannon, 301
Wedding, 26, 93n, 97, 187
Wedemeyer, Gen. Albert C., 12n
Weeks, Gen. Roland, 94; negotiation with Zhukov, 82-84; as agent of chief, 84; verbal accord with Zhukov, 85; again meeting with Zhukov, 87-88; accepted responsibility for food for Western sectors, 88
Wehrmacht, 177
Weidling, Gen. Erich, 66
Weimar Republic, 95, 97, 167n
Weissensee, 26
Welles, Sumner, 12n
Werner, Arthur, 69
Weser River, 35, 46
West Berlin (see also Berlin), 5, 6, 7, 236, 248, 249, 298; visits by East Germans to, 3; contrast with Soviet zone, 3; "abnormal" situation in, 3; threat to freedom and viability of, 7; "has many roles," 7; reason for despair, 8; bone in Khrushchev's throat, 8; considerations in defense of, 8; election, 125; Soviet harassment, 140-41; telephone communications with East Berlin severed, 141; response to East German uprising, 145; elections, 147; customs controls along border, 159; Soviet proposal of November 27, 1958, 174; Soviet economic guarantee to, 175; election, 1958, 187; visited by Herter, 207; separate deal on, 219; efforts by GDR to incorporate, 223; travel bans to, 225; effect of on GDR, 256; Communist measures to restrict traffic into, 258; border closure August 13, 267; Allied rights in, 268; access to, 268; effect on people of East Germany, 275; mood of despair, 281; cries for countermeasures, 282; mass meeting, 282; despair of officials, 285; views of Schroeder on, 309; ties with Federal Republic, 318; airports in, 329; Rusk-Gromyko agreements, 331; on access authority, 336
West Berlin Parliament, 274, 291
West Berlin policemen, role in Communist riots, 122n
West Berliners, leery of Allied determination, 8; seethe at Western inaction, 279; panic of, 303
West German refugee organizations, 224
Western Ambassadors in Bonn, 302
Western Big Four, in Paris, 215
Western Commandants, waived right to review city assembly, 138; alert of August 13, 273; junior members of military directorate, 274
Western Foreign Ministers, statement at London, 100; on Federal Republic, 148; on status of Berlin, 188; conferences in Paris, 252, 262, 306
Western Germany, see Federal Republic of Germany
Western powers, 8, 57, 118; as guarantee of freedom in Berlin, 113; gave Reuter little support, 113; attempts to bring Berlin question before UN, 123; on status of GDR, 146; on Soviet responsibilities in Berlin, 147-48; at Geneva Conference, 202; missions in Potsdam, 217; protest of August 3, 1961, 261; fear of popular uprising, 265; concern with "West Berlin" not "Berlin," 265; protest in Berlin, 279; protest to Moscow on border closure, 280
Wheeler, Senator Burton K. (Dem., Mont.), 239
Wheelus Air Base, 161
White, Harry Dexter, 27, 27n, 60, 60n
White House, 22n, 45, 56, 129, 243,
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251, 286; meeting on April 23, 1943, 61n; reaction to Brandt’s letter, 283; on Adenauer’s defeat, 307; on buildup of U.S. ground forces, 314n; appeals from Clay, 321; fear of confrontation, 329; angered at press leaks, 335
White, Lincoln, 321; on West Berlin, 188; on C-130 flights, 201; on Geneva, 230; on Bundesrat meeting, 236
White, William S., on Brandt, 284
Wilhelm, II, Emperor of Germany, 95
Wilmersdorf, 26, 149
Wilson, Charles E., 152
Winant, John G., 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25n, 27, 28, 29, 29n; shown Eden’s reports to London, 11n; message from Hull, 11n; unfamiliar with President Roosevelt’s ideas on occupation boundaries, 18; did not communicate objections to Washington, 22; declines to present War Department plan, 22; sends Kennan to Washington, 23; believed right to be in Berlin carried with it right of access, 25; did not raise question of Western access, 25; activity not approved in Washington, 32
Wolff, Jeanette, 115, 116
Working Security Committee (WSC), 22; army representatives, 20; scene of discord, 20; low level in Washington bureaucracy, 20; complicated procedure, 21; War Department plan on zonal boundaries, 22
World government, 60
WSC, see Working Security Committee
Wuerttemberg-Baden, in Basic Law, 136
Wuerttemberg-Hohenzollern, in Basic Law, 136

Y

Yalta Conference, 29–30, 52, 63; military situation when convened, 30; zones of occupation debate at 30, 34, 92; decision to admit France to military occupation, 31
Yugoslavia, 52

Z

Zehlendorf, 26; ceremony at American Headquarters, 92
Zhukov, "Georgi, 63, 84, 86n, 87, 100, 260n; meeting with Eisenhower, Montgomery, de Tassigny, 75–77; wanted in Moscow, 80; authorized to discuss matter of access, 82; on withdrawal of American and British troops, 82–83; negotiations with Clay and Weeks, 83; meeting with Clay, 93; vetoed open boundaries, 98
Zonal boundaries, protocol on, 22; definition of, 25n; British-American differences, 27; debate at Yalta, 30; retirement to, 56, 64; not for bargaining purposes, 56
Zorin, Valerin, 252n